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Spaces of Remembering and
Forgetting: The Reverent Eye/I
at the Plains Indian Museum
Greg Dickinson, Brian L. Ott & Eric Aoki

Museums, memorials, and other historic places are key sites in the construction of

collective memory and national identity. The Plains Indian Museum in Cody, Wyoming

is one such space of memory where the (pre)history of ‘‘America’’ and its native peoples is

told. Based on the view of texts as experiential landscapes, it is argued that this museum

works to absolve Anglo-visitors of the social guilt regarding Western conquest through a

rhetoric of reverence. This rhetorical mode invites visitors to adopt a respectful, but

distanced observational gaze. A concluding section assesses the social and political

consequences of memorializing in this mode.

Keywords: Plains Indian Museum; Collective Memory; Material Rhetoric; Experiential

Landscape; Interpretive Eye/I; Reverence

In 1836, the history painter George Catlin embarked on his final journey westward to

paint North American Indians in their natural, unspoiled settings. Catlin, who was

concerned that the ‘‘noble,’’ albeit ‘‘uncivilized,’’ Plains Indians were a ‘‘vanishing

race’’ soon to be lost to history and to the march of progress, had dedicated his adult

life to documenting their customs, ceremonies, and everyday life in his paintings.1

‘‘His mission,’’ writes western art critic Brian Dippie, ‘‘was to preserve a visual record

of the western tribes before civilization came calling and ruined them forever.’’2 In his

lifetime, Catlin traveled more widely in North America than any other artist,

generating more than 500 paintings. Today, his self-titled ‘‘Catlin’s Indian Gallery’’ is
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regarded as one of the most important ‘‘pictorial representations of Indian life made

in the era before photography.’’3

Catlin’s desire to preserve the rich culture and history of the Plains Indian*/to, in

his words, ‘‘champion’’ and ‘‘speak well’’ of a people ‘‘who have no means of speaking

for themselves’’4*/was not without its pitfalls, however. In ‘‘speaking for’’ the Plains

Indian, Catlin’s art reflected a European bias, fusing classicism and romanticism. In

his field notes, Catlin wrote, ‘‘The native grace*/simplicity, and dignity of these

natural people so much resemble the ancient marbles, that one is irresistibly led to

believe that the Grecian Sculptors had similar models to study from.’’5 More than a

century and a half since Catlin undertook his final western expedition, his paintings

now seem to embody the crass stereotype of the ‘‘noble savage.’’ And though this

perspective has fallen out of favor, Catlin’s preservationist desire is felt no less

strongly.

The role of preserving the past played by history painting in the nineteenth century

is today played largely by history museums.6 In museums throughout the West,

Indian artifacts are collected and displayed in an effort to preserve ‘‘the story of the

survival of the Plains people and their most important traditions.’’7 Among the most

significant of these sites is the Plains Indian Museum (PIM) located at the Buffalo Bill

Historical Center in Cody, Wyoming.8 The PIM is an especially intriguing and

important space of memory, but not simply because it houses ‘‘one of the country’s

largest and finest collections of Plains Indian art and artifacts.’’9 The PIM is an

exemplar of contemporary museal practices, practices principled on a ‘‘humanities

perspective’’ and multicultural sensibility.10 Beginning in 1994, the PIM underwent a

multi-year, multi-million dollar renovation and ‘‘reinterpretation’’ process, whose

aim was to ‘‘position the Center as one of the leaders in the museum field in

educating the public about Native peoples of the Great Plains.’’11 To achieve this goal,

the PIM Advisory Board insisted that ‘‘whenever possible the voices of the Plains

artists, historians, educators, traditionalists and leaders . . . guide the interpretive

process.’’12

Completed in June of 2000, the renovated PIM is a technological marvel, complete

with interactive touch screens, automated audio recordings, wall-sized video displays,

and fully immersive, living environments. With the aid of ‘‘interactive and

experimental exhibits,’’ the design team sought to avoid the cultural biases of the

past and to allow the Plains Indian people to speak for themselves.13 The purpose of

this essay is not to judge the success or failure of that attempt in any simplistic sense,

but to begin to identify the implications of activating memory in such a space. What,

for instance, are the contours and consequences of memorializing a premodern

culture using postmodern technologies and modes of representation? To answer this

question, we begin the essay by exploring how visitors experience (i.e., ‘‘read’’) the

symbolic and material dimensions of spaces such as museums.

Based on the idea of text as experiential landscape, we argue that the PIM works to

absolve Anglo-visitors of the social guilt regarding Western conquest through a

rhetoric of reverence .14 Reverence exercises a double articulation, evoking both a

profound sense of respect and a distanced, observational gaze. This unique double
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articulation, which combines the ideologies of admiration and difference, performs

the symbolic function of transcendence.15 The social guilt associated with the violent

colonization of the West is assuaged by a discourse of reverence, which erects a new

social hierarchy in which respect for and celebration of difference becomes the valued

social virtue.16 As visitors move through the PIM, they avoid (even forget) the sins of

colonization by participating in a discourse of reverence*/a discourse that celebrates

the Other without identifying with it. In a concluding section of the essay, we

consider the social and political implications of memorializing in this mode.

Locating the Interpretive Eye/I: Landscapes of Looking

As official and institutionalized cultural expressions, public museums, memorials,

and other historical sites play a crucial role in the construction and maintenance of

national mythologies, histories, and identities.17 Recognizing that appeals to a shared

sense of the past as well as to collective identities are rhetorical in character,18

communication scholars have increasingly begun studying specific sites of memory.19

Attending to the rhetorical dimensions of such sites poses some unique challenges,

however. As Armada observes, it entails analyzing ‘‘forms of expression not typically

examined by scholars of rhetoric.’’20 In particular, it requires paying attention to

rhetoric’s materiality as well as its symbolicity.21 Museums engage visitors not only on

a symbolic level through the practices of collection, exhibition, and display,22 but also

on a material level by locating visitors’ bodies in particular spaces.23 As such, we

advocate viewing ‘‘texts’’ such as museums as experiential landscapes; this perspective

is based on three interlocking principles.

First, museums and memorials are better conceptualized and treated as diffuse

texts than as discrete texts. ‘‘A discrete text is,’’ according to Barry Brummett, ‘‘one

with clear boundaries in time and space. A diffuse text is one with a perimeter that is

not so clear, one that is mixed up with other signs.’’24 Whereas traditional objects of

rhetorical study such as public speeches have relatively clear beginnings and endings,

historical and cultural sites are part of the texture of larger landscapes.25 The

experience of museums and memorials does not begin at their entrances. Visitors

must travel to these sites, which are often surrounded by other historical or tourist

sites. It is typical, then, for visitors to occupy many sites in the broader context of a

family vacation or school fieldtrip. The experiences and meanings of the larger

landscape (and of attendant sites) spill over into specific sites.26 To approach a

museum as a discrete text, as one clearly delineated by the structures offered by the

designers, reduces the critic’s task to decoding the meanings intended by the

designers. This mode ignores how visitors experience, understand, and use actual

spaces. It also relies on what Meaghan Morris calls the ‘‘conventional humanist model

of verbal communication,’’ which assumes that designers’ intentions can be

communicated clearly and unproblematically to audiences.27

Second, in addition to being part of a larger physical landscape, historical and

cultural sites are also part of a larger cognitive landscape, which is sometimes referred

to as a ‘‘dreamscape.’’28 According to Gaynor Kavanagh, ‘‘When we walk through or
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around a museum [and its surrounding landscape] we weave both our bodies and

our minds through these spaces’’*/these ‘‘dream spaces.’’29 In other words,

experience of a particular place comprises not just the tangible materials available

in that place, but also the full range of memorized images that persons bring with

them. The city, notes Victor Burgin, ‘‘in our actual experience is at the same time an

actually existing physical environment, and a city in a novel, a film, a photograph, a

city seen on television, a city in a comic strip, a city in a pie chart, and so on.’’30

Similarly, the PIM is part of a ‘‘western dreamscape’’ comprising memory images

from western art, tourist guidebooks, poetry, and cinematic representations of the

West.31 Just as importantly, the PIM is part of a dreamscape of the 400-year history of

non-Native American representations of the continent’s indigenous people. From the

use of feathers and war paint by the rebels in the Boston Tea Party to New Age

communes, ‘‘playing Indian’’ and the creation and dissemination of images of

‘‘Indians’’ are central to US American identity.32 Like the physical landscape, the

dreamscape proffers a set of intertextual relations or ‘‘codes’’ that structure the

practices that occur in a space.33 This principle suggests the need to investigate spaces

of memory as intersections of both physical and cognitive landscapes, or what we

term experiential landscapes .

Third, experiential landscapes invite visitors to assume (to occupy) particular

subject positions. These subject positions, in turn, literally shape perceptions;34 that

is, they entail certain ways of looking and exclude others. In John Dorst’s words,

experiential landscapes create ‘‘optical regimes,’’ which he defines as, ‘‘the particular

historical constellation of components, both material and intangible, through which

human visual experience becomes organized at a given moment.’’35 Just as oral

discourses interpellate individuals as concrete subjects, experiential landscapes hail

bodies, interpellating them as concrete subjects.36 Subjectivity requires precise bodily

coordinates, for as Lefebvre notes, ‘‘the body is both point of departure and

destination.’’37 In recognizing and acknowledging the hail, the body locates itself in

time and space, and the subject comes to perceive the world.38 Experiential

landscapes, then, offer fully embodied subject positions that direct particular ways

of looking.39 These subject positions suggest the appropriate interpretive eye/I within

a landscape.40

Our critical analyses of the PIM are guided by these three interconnected

principles: that spaces of memory are better thought of as constitutive elements of

landscapes than as discrete texts, that landscapes entail both physical and cognitive

dimensions, and that such landscapes offer fully embodied subject positions, which

literally shape visitors’ practices of looking. An investigation of the PIM suggests that

the larger landscape consists minimally of the western landscape (including

Wyoming, Yellowstone National Park, and their construction in collective imagina-

tion) and the Buffalo Bill Historical Center (including the five attendant museums).

As we illustrate, the PIM both draws on and contributes to the discourses of this

larger landscape. All of this reinforces a rhetoric of reverence*/a rhetoric that invites

visitors to respect and even celebrate Plains Indian culture and traditions, but
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without asking them to consider the social and political implications of Western

conquest.

Wyoming as Experiential Landscape

Cody, Wyoming is not a particularly easy place to get to. Located in the far northwest

corner of the state just east of Yellowstone National Park, Cody is nearly 150 miles

from the nearest interstate highway. As the Cody Country visitor’s guide notes,

‘‘Nowhere else in the country is such an important museum located in such a remote

location.’’41 While the town of 8,000 does have a small, local airport, the vast majority

of the 250,000 annual visitors to the Buffalo Bill Historical Center (BBHC) and the

PIM travel there by automobile. Since US Route 20, which passes directly through

Cody, is the only road into Yellowstone from the East, most visitors to the BBHC are

either traveling to or departing from Yellowstone National Park when they visit the

PIM.42 To understand visitors’ experiences of the museum, then, it is vital that we

first explore the rhetorical codes of the surrounding landscape and the practices of

looking they invite.

A visit to the PIM necessitates travel through ‘‘the West.’’ The American West is

both a material, geographic region and a textual construction*/a set of memory

images in the collective national imagination.43 Geographically, the West is, of course,

diverse and expansive, stretching North/South from Montana to Texas and East/West

from the plains to the Pacific coast. For the purposes of this study, we limit our

analysis to the experiential landscape of Wyoming, which is frequently constructed in

popular culture as ‘‘the real American West.’’44 Two essential features mark the

Wyoming landscape, spacious plains and spectacular natural wonders.45 In this

section, we explore these features and the ways in which they invite visitors to adopt a

reverent eye/I.

Wyoming, as with the West more generally, is often viewed as a landscape of

absence46*/a barren, uninterrupted, untrammeled, and wide-open space.47 Covering

97,914 square miles, Wyoming is the ninth largest state in the US. But the striking

absence of trees, vegetation, water, and people (Wyoming has the smallest population

of any state) makes it appear even more immense. Spaciousness is a familiar trope of

the western landscape in classic Westerns such as Stagecoach (1939), My Darling

Clementine (1946), Gunfight at the OK Corral (1957), and High Plains Drifter (1973),

all of which begin with wide-angle panoramic views of a seemingly endless

landscape.48 Hence, many visitors to the West are prepared to view the landscape

through a particular lens. They are ready to feel dwarfed by the ‘‘sensation of endless

space,’’ ready to be awe-struck by its sheer immensity.49 Vast and empty, the landscape

invites a feeling of isolation50 and awe that, according to one Wyoming guidebook,

‘‘sets the spirit soaring.’’51 It also reinforces stereotypical images of the people who

live and have lived on this wild and untamed land*/images of ruggedness, hardness,

and individuality.52

In the western third of the state, Wyoming’s wide-open spaces are abruptly and

dramatically met by the snowcapped Rocky Mountains. This region of the state is
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home to the country’s first and most famous National Park, Yellowstone. ‘‘Over three

thousand square miles of unparalleled beauty,’’ Yellowstone National Park is,

according to one guidebook, the ‘‘most spectacular of all the natural features of

Wyoming.’’53 To enter Yellowstone from the East, visitors must travel along US Route

20 through Shoshone Canyon and Forest, the country’s first National Forest.54 Once

in the park, visitors are treated to a visual array of natural wonders*/‘‘an

embarrassment of riches.’’55 ‘‘With 10,000 hot springs and two-thirds of all the

geysers in the world, to say nothing of bubbling paint spots, thundering waterfalls,

and petrified forests, Yellowstone inspires awe.’’56 The rhetoric of awe used to describe

Yellowstone has a history much older than guidebooks, however. From the survey

photographs of Carleton Watkins to the landscape paintings of Thomas Moran and

Albert Bierstadt,57 the language of the sublime, which induces feelings of awe, was

applied early to Yellowstone.58 Thus, park guidebooks as well as historical and

popular discourses about the West prepare visitors to see this landscape as a sublime

natural space.

Sublimity mixes awe with sacredness, inviting both wonder and veneration. In

traveling to Cody and to the PIM, then, visitors are embedded in an experiential

landscape of immensity and sublimity. Both are humbling; one is humbling in scope

and size; the other is humbling in awe-inspiring beauty. These ‘‘natural’’ spaces, in

their overwhelming vastness and splendor, position visitors to look in particular ways.

They construct a reverent eye/I, for it is precisely the ‘‘sense that there is something

larger than a human being, accompanied by capacities for awe, respect’’ that defines

the virtue of reverence.59 By the time one arrives at the PIM, one has been trained to

look reverently*/to look with respect from a distance.

The Reverent Eye/I at the Plains Indian Museum

The PIM is one of five museums that comprise the BBHC. Entering the Center,

visitors find themselves in a tall, spacious, and light-filled atrium. The entrances to

the five museums are all off of this atrium. Moving from left to right, visitors can

enter the Draper Museum of Natural History, which narrates the productive relation

between humans and the natural resources of the West; the Buffalo Bill Museum,

which extols the individualism and heroism of the American cowboy; the PIM; the

Whitney Gallery of Western Art, which features a world class collection of art by

Frederic Remington, Charles Russell, and others; and the Cody Firearms Museum,

which artistically displays firearms from nearly every period in history. This

description is misleading, however, as only four of these museums*/the Draper

Museum of Natural History, the Buffalo Bill Museum, the Whitney Gallery of

Western Art, and the Cody Firearms Museum*/have their entrances immediately off

the atrium. These four museums are plainly visible from the atrium and present

images and artifacts to draw in visitors.

The PIM is located differently, however. When standing in the center of the BBHC,

it is impossible to see the PIM. Rather, visitors must proceed down a long hallway

that physically and visually separates the museum dedicated to Plains Indians from
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the rest of the ‘‘Center.’’ And so, in this atrium, there already exists crucial rules for

reading the PIM. The Plains Indian people are, at once, celebrated in their own

museum and distanced by a long hallway. The spatial relation among the atrium, the

other museums, and the PIM combines the conflicted logics of reverence. The

presence of a special museum dedicated to ‘‘Plains Indian cultures, traditions and

contemporary lives’’ fosters an attitude of respect, admiration, and appreciation.60

But the location of the PIM in its own building, separate from the quite literally

Anglo-centered museums immediately off the atrium invites a sense of distance.

Through our analysis, we illustrate that this sense of distance operates along the axes

of culture, nature, and history. When understood within the larger landscape, the

visitor is encouraged to embody an anthropological, technological, and amnesiatic

mode of looking that sees the Plains Indians as culturally, naturally, and historically

distant*/as Other. These modes of looking reassure the visitor that while the Plains

Indian is to be revered, such reverence will not also disrupt the stable and centered

identity of White US Americans.

Cultural Distance and Anthropological Looking

The Wyoming landscape positions the visitor as a passive observer of a sublime and

awe-inspiring nature. The PIM draws on but revises this subjectivity, inviting visitors

to become anthropologists*/the professionals who specialize in studying, under-

standing, and explaining Others.61 This subject position is offered before visitors ever

enter the museum.62 As visitors traverse the passageway, they come to embody an

anthropological way of looking. The special claim of anthropology is to travel to

other parts of the world, investigate the Others there, and bring the knowledge back

home.63 The passageway works analogously by having visitors ‘‘journey’’ to the PIM.

In its physical relation to the rest of the BBHC, the PIM works to situate Plains Indian

experience as the distant and distinct Other of US national memory and identity. This

Other serves as the margin necessary for centering ‘‘White’’ American identity. Even

before entering the museum itself, the visitor is led through spatial, visual, and

embodied rhetorics to an understanding that Plains Indian culture is peripheral to

the meaning of the ‘‘West’’ and, in turn, to ‘‘America.’’

Prepared by their passage through the hallway to the museum, visitors are already

imagining the PIM as distinctly different from the other museums. Their expectations

are not disappointed. The visitor arrives in the museum to discover a technologically

and visually sophisticated space that embeds one in an all-encompassing experience.

The use of light, sound, interactive displays, and explanatory material makes the

museum the most engrossing space in the BBHC. Lighting and sound are crucial to

creating the experience of the museum. The lighting of the space is low and warm,

and indeed the PIM is the darkest of the BBHC’s five museums. The flooring is dark,

the high and open ceiling is painted black, and the ambient lighting is low. In contrast

with this generalized darkness, streams of bright light focus on specific displays,

drawing the attention of the visitor to the highlighted foreground. At the same time,

the larger darkness hides the rest of the museum, its visitors, and displays. This
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effectively reduces the experience to the individual visitor (i.e., isolated anthropol-

ogist) and to a visitor’s interaction with the (high)lighted display. This reduction is

also an intensification of experience. By visually limiting distractions, the museum

intensifies the visual force of each element a visitor encounters.

The second crucial element in engaging visitors is the use of sound. Upon entering

the museum, visitors can hear the sound of recorded voices at a low murmur. At each

of the major displays (with the exception of the wall display that details the

nineteenth century), native voices provide oral histories of the elements on display. At

the teepee immediately to the right of the entrance, for instance, a woman’s voice

describes the traditional home, explaining the basic and clearly differentiated gender

roles of Plains Indian families. Similarly, in a display regarding Plains Indian

migration, voices explain the importance and difficulties of migration.64 In another

display concerning buffalo, men’s voices detail the rituals of the buffalo hunt and the

sacred stories that tell of the relationship between humans and buffalo. The

disembodied voices emanating from the displays function to create the appearance

of direct evidence about the traditional life of Plains Indians. These recorded voices,

unintelligible from a distance, draw visitors into close contact with the displays.

Taken together, the lighting and the sound foster an intimate, but ‘‘foreign’’

experience.

The museum constructs a world that is culturally distinct from the world inhabited

by most visitors. This sense of difference manifests itself in a number of ways. The

dwellings represented bear little resemblance to contemporary homes or architecture.

The domestic, hunting, and clothing artifacts displayed appear ‘‘primitive’’ and

consist of ‘‘natural’’ materials. Even more important, the accent of the voices in the

recordings sounds foreign, while the ways of life and religious myths that the voices

narrate feel historically distant. Thus, the PIM locates Plains Indians in a radically

different place and time. This difference, however, is framed as one that can be

understood and studied using the tools of anthropology. The narratives, with their

native voices, play a central role in creating the anthropological positioning. As

visitors listen to the voices, they become ethnographers interacting with an

interlocutor. The stories the interlocutor tells reveal to the visitor/anthropologist

the intricacies of lost traditions.

As visitors gaze into the museum’s first teepee, for instance, a woman’s voice

describes the roles of women in the home. The voice details the practices of cooking,

cleaning, childcare, and everyday life that occurred in this domestic space. The teepee

is a familiar image in popular culture; so, most visitors immediately recognize it as a

symbol of ‘‘Plains Indian’’ life. Seeing an actual teepee*/its naturalistic setting, sand-

like floor, and casual arrangement of domestic utensils*/reinforces an anthropolo-

gical mode of looking. The ubiquity of teepees in the collective imagination affirms

the exhibit’s ‘‘authenticity,’’ while the ‘‘accented’’ voice invites visitors to imagine they

are gathering first-hand knowledge about Plains Indians. Visitors who arrive at this

exhibit having previously toured the Buffalo Bill Museum (BBM) may bring with

them an additional understanding of the teepee*/one based on the images of teepees

in films of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West arena show. In these short films, which play
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continuously in the BBM, the teepee serves to signify an uncivilized Other. In an all-

too-familiar scene, Indians kidnap a white woman, and Buffalo Bill must ride into the

Indian village to rescue her. To the extent that the teepee in the PIM activates this

memory image, it potentially contributes to the image of a ‘‘savage’’ Other. But even

if this memory is not at play, the space invites visitors to listen to and gaze upon the

Other as an object of knowledge.

This anthropological vision is reinforced when visitors move from the teepee to the

display cases along the wall. Here, the site looks most like a traditional museum.

Artifacts representative of the culture are displayed behind glass. These artifacts are

named and interpreted. This interpretation emphasizes anthropological vision, as the

main interpretative tool looks like an anthropologist’s notes. To the right of each wall-

mounted display is a book with laminated pages. The visitor can turn through this

book and read about the items on display. All the design elements*/the arrows,

writing, illustrations, and layout*/appear to be created by hand. The apparent

spontaneity of the notes emphasizes that an observer created these notes as part of a

research project whose purpose is to understand and explain native life. The title page

of each book tells the visitor that these are ‘‘curator notes’’ for the displays. This

would suggest that reading the notebooks as part of an anthropological vision is

incorrect. However, the curator and the anthropologist work hand in hand. The

curator, using the knowledge and materials of the anthropologist, designs the

museum displays for the public. Both curator and anthropologist are professionals at

interpreting the ‘‘exotic.’’

Most important is that these notes invite the visitor to identify with the

anthropologist or the curator instead of with the culture under examination. In

flipping the pages and reading the notes, the visitor is asked to become the

professional analyst. Notes are not the explanation itself, but rather present the data

from which the analyst produces the final explanation. These books augment the

voices and the artifacts. As visitors turn the pages, they engage additional parts of

themselves. They touch the pages and move them, reading the information on the

pages. They shift their attention to the display cases to which the pages refer, moving

eyes and bodies. The interpellation of the visitor in this space is not only a mental

operation. It also engages the body, shifts its attention, and does its work visually,

aurally, and haptically.

Visitors are invited to generate their own knowledge of distant Others from the

notes in the books, the artifacts on display, and the voices in the recordings. This

knowledge allows the visitor to gain a reverential appreciation of the past and its

Others, all the while maintaining a nuanced distance from those studied. Creating

and maintaining US national identity demands an acknowledgment and a concurrent

denial of our colonizing past.65 The presence of Plains Indians is acknowledged*/

even celebrated*/in the museum, but is done so from an almost insurmountable

distance. The museum invites the visitor first and foremost to identify with (even

become) the scientist and the curator. Identifying with the professional (read: White)

analyst helps the visitor keep the native Other at a distance and thereby hold the

tragedy of colonization at a distance as well.
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Further, by making Plains Indians into Others whose way of life is so clearly

premodern in belief and practice, the ‘‘colonizing’’ of the West is refigured as the

‘‘civilizing’’ of the West and Plains Indians. While the museum never makes this

argument explicitly, this civilizing discourse remains at least an option for visitors. In

her critical analysis of the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute, Victoria Gallagher

argues that that museum uses a rhetoric of progress to mute the contestatory

potential of representations of civil rights.66 The Birmingham Civil Rights Institute is

not the only museum to use this discourse. In his magisterial analysis of memory in

US American culture, Michael Kammen argues that the ideology of progress

underlies much of the struggle with memory in this country.67 What is more, the

discourse of progress articulates with the larger discourse of manifest destiny, a

discourse that underlies the Buffalo Bill Museum.68 In short, visitors are primed to fill

in the narrative gaps in the PIM with a rhetoric of progress. As we argue below, the

museum does little to disrupt the predisposition to read the history of Plains Indians

through the lens of progress. In fact, the rhetoric of progress is most strongly

reinforced by the consistent depiction of Plains Indians as a ‘‘simple people,’’ tied to

the land and embedded in the rhythms of nature.

Natural Distance and Technological Looking

Visitors are already conditioned by the arduous journey that brought them to Cody

and by their sojourns through the sublime landscape of Yellowstone to imagine their

journey through the PIM as one that will engage them in the mysteries of a natural

people. Likewise, as visitors move from the atrium through the sunlit hallway to the

PIM, they can see (on both the left and the right) sculptures of Native Americans

situated within gardens of grass, shrubs, and trees. Beyond the sculptures, the rising,

empty slopes of the Rockies visually associate Plains Indians with a rugged, untamed

western landscape. Large, glass doors on both sides of the passage allow visitors to

enter the gardens and relax in the ‘‘natural’’ surroundings. Nowhere else in the

BBHC*/not even in the Draper Natural History Museum*/is the outside landscape

as visible or accessible as it is during the passageway to the PIM.

While the representations of Plains Indians embedded in nature abound in the

PIM, the rhetoric is perhaps most explicit in the ultra-high-tech, multi-media

‘‘Seasons of Life Gallery’’ that dominates the apex of the museum. Visitors can enter

on either the left or the right of this three-level gallery. They are surrounded by

images of Plains Indian life, but the most arresting vision lies before them. In the

center of the display is a teepee like that which has already been interpreted for them;

on the right are two female figures engaged in domestic activities; on the left, a man

crouches on the cliffs above the teepee. He appears to be hunting. The wall behind

this scene is lit to suggest the last remnants of sunlight as day falls into night.

Opposite the display is a horse and rider, perhaps returning from hunting or

gathering, or perhaps finishing a migratory journey*/both narratives already told in

the other galleries of the museum.
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Running on a continuous loop is a multi-media presentation composed of slides,

video, and voiceover. The visuals are projected onto the wall behind the teepee and

rock formations. During the presentation, lights brighten and dim on particular

elements of the display as the narrative highlights aspects of the Plains Indian life. The

narrative formally moves visitors through the ‘‘seasons of life’’ as experienced by

Plains Indians before the arrival of Euro-Americans. It connects Plains Indian life to

that of nature, explaining the different activities that people engaged in during the

different seasons*/hunting, gathering, preserving, migrating, playing, learning

domestic crafts, engaging in vision quests, and the like.69 Structurally, the multi-

media presentation embeds Plains Indians not only into nature but also into cyclical

time. Randall Lake argues that there are fundamental differences in Native American

and Euro-American conceptualizations of time.70 While many Native American

cultures assert that time is cyclical like the seasons, Euro-American culture

emphasizes that time is linear and, more particularly, progressive. This display

privileges cyclical time, emphasizing Native American visions of history. In material

ways, this display attempts to tell the stories of Plains Indians from a Native American

perspective.

Yet the narrative itself undermines the cyclical time as an adequate theory of

history. Indeed, as winter approaches, the lights in the gallery dim, and the images on

the wall turn to snow and ice, the narrative obliquely refers to the invasion of the

West by Euro-Americans. A woman’s voice intones, ‘‘We were not prepared for the

tribulation to come. We thought we would be on the land forever.’’ This language is

rich in rhetorical implications. The coming of Euro-Americans to the West is named

as a ‘‘tribulation,’’ euphemizing the violence and conflict that will mark the

encounters between Plains Indians and Euro-Americans. Further, the narrative

points to the competition between linear and cyclical time in which cyclical time (‘‘we

thought we would be on the land forever’’) is overrun by linear time. Thus, while the

gallery privileges cyclical time in explaining Plains Indian culture before the coming

of Euro-Americans, it also emphasizes the inevitability of Euro-American invasion of

the West. The gallery enacts the discourse of the vanishing red man analyzed by Lake.

He writes,

to a degree, the theme of the vanishing red man, like its cousin the noble savage,
romanticizes native people and martyrs them to Euramerican greed and racism.

Yet, the portrayal of their inevitable doom almost absolves whites of culpability,
fixing blame instead on the inexorable march of abstract forces like ‘‘progress.’’71

Embedding Plains Indians in nature, then, is not a simple claim that Plains Indians

are closer to nature than are Euro-Americans. Instead, it positions Plains Indians as

distinctly Other than Euro-Americans. Plains Indians are ‘‘natural,’’ caught up in

cyclical seasons over which they have no control. Euro-Americans, by contrast, are

‘‘cultured,’’ ‘‘civilized,’’ embedded in a progressive history*/a progressiveness that is

inexorable and will necessarily overrun the ‘‘naturalness’’ of Plains Indians and at the

same time is controlled by human actors. The inexorability of history’s progress is

crucial, for it absolves Euro-Americans of guilt over the violence done to Plains
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Indians. The controlled progressiveness is crucial for it is on this ground that Euro-

Americans can claim civilization for their own and, again, justify the violence of

conquest.

This discourse is further reinforced in an exhibit of the low, river homes typical of

the Plains Indians living along the Missouri River in the twentieth century. While

sitting around a fake, but convincing fire, visitors watch and listen to a video and

slide presentation digitally embedded in the home’s walls that informs them about

the loss of tradition and culture caused by the building of a dam on the Missouri.72

Although the dam radically disrupted agriculture and fishing, the narrative informs

visitors that despite this challenge, Plains Indians have not been and cannot be

eradicated. ‘‘We’ve always been here,’’ a voice says, ‘‘we’ll always be here.’’ The appeal

to cyclical time in the narrative suggests that Plains Indians will survive even as their

ways of being are destroyed by the technological needs of modernity. Even in the face

of tribulation (read: progress), Plains Indians will endure, for as the voice continues,

‘‘this is our land.’’ This assertion of survival functions to mitigate the guilt of Euro-

Americans by assuring visitors that progress has not resulted in eradication. In

asserting survival through connection to the land, the narrative creates a false sense of

triumphalism.

That the Plains Indians’ relationship with nature and cyclical time is represented

through postmodern visual technologies is central to this exhibit’s rhetorical force.

The same technology that preserves and promotes visitors’ reverential respect for

Plains Indian culture is also directly opposed to that culture. The destruction of the

Plains Indian relationship with nature came at the hands of Euro-Americans and

their technology (an argument made most explicitly in The Cody Firearms Museum).

At the same time, these technologies are offered as the best way to preserve and

(re)present that which has been lost. The technology of the presentation itself, then,

serves as further proof of Euro-American superiority and distance from these

‘‘natural’’ people of the Plains.

Historical Distance and Amnesiatic Looking

The passageway from the Buffalo Bill Historical Center to the PIM, which works to

foster cultural distance, also enacts a rhetoric of historical distance. As visitors travel

through the passageway, they also travel experientially through time, ultimately

arriving at the museum’s entrance. Once there, visitors confront a large wall, stenciled

with a black-and-white photographic montage of Plains Indian warriors astride

horses, stampeding buffalo, a wood framed house, and a small inset of text and color

pictures of contemporary Plains Indians. The composition of the montage situates

the past of the Plains Indians as more dramatic and compelling than the present of

the ‘‘People of the Plains.’’ With its explicit emphasis on the past, one might expect

the museum also to acknowledge the violence of that past. And, indeed, it is

acknowledged in various places throughout the museum. In the exhibits on the

buffalo and on native ceremonies, there is an implicit recognition of conquest

through a discourse of recovery. Contemporary powwows (like the one held each year
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at the BBHC) are represented within the PIM as ways of recovering traditions nearly

lost to colonization. Likewise, images of recent buffalo hunts serve as a connection to

the nearly lost tradition of buffalo hunting that was central to Plains Indian life and

culture.

But perhaps the most transparent place in which the violence of conquest is

simultaneously acknowledged and denied is in the least interesting, least compelling

exhibit in the museum. The exhibit is euphemistically titled ‘‘Encounters.’’ It is simply

a long wall with a time line covering the nineteenth century. This is the only direct

representation of the century*/the one most deeply damaging to Plains Indians. This

is also the only exhibit without multi-media, without interactive displays, without an

attempt to create realistic settings, without the Plains Indian voices to tell the story.

Every effort is made to make this one exhibit un interesting. Using print and

uninspired displays of artifacts, the wall (re)presents the history of conquest during

the long nineteenth-century. The flat, beige wall outlines historical events, including

the killing of the buffalo, the coming of the missionaries with their message of God’s

saving grace and their small pox, the boarding schools to which Plains Indian

children were sent and in which they were beaten for speaking their native languages.

And here is noted the battle of Wounded Knee*/the battle that symbolically and

materially ended nineteenth-century Plains Indian resistance to Euro-American

conquest.

At last, this shameful story is summarized. Yet, it is told in the visual, aural, and

material equivalent of a passive voice. Take, for instance, the rifle displayed at the very

beginning of the wall. The placard tells us that the rifle is not special. Instead, it is

typical of the weapons used in the West. Further, it is the sort of weapon used by both

Euro-Americans and Plains Indians. The placard acknowledges, though grudgingly,

that it is also the sort of weapon that helped the US Cavalry defeat Plains Indians

again and again, though it does so by naming the rifle as the weapon of choice in the

‘‘Plains wars.’’ If visitors come to this exhibit in the PIM having toured the Cody

Firearms Museum first, then the rifle may not be read as a ‘‘weapon’’ at all. In that

museum, guns are arrayed in elaborate artistic patterns and celebrated as aesthetic

objects. ‘‘Awe and admiration are,’’ according to Tompkins, ‘‘the attitudes the [Cody

Firearms] museum invites.’’73 Perhaps most important visually, however, is that the

long ‘‘Encounters’’ wall is confined to a narrow space. As such, it is impossible to see

the whole wall at once, limiting the ability of visitors to fully grasp the horrors of

those hundred years. The visual design of the display ineffectually narrates the

conquest.

The wall is particularly tedious when viewed in the context of the technological

sophistication of the rest of the PIM. The reverential relation between visitors and

Plains Indians in the rest of the museum is created through stirring narratives, told in

‘‘native’’ voice, with moving images, all embedded within fully embodied displays. At

this wall, however, no voices engage the visitor, and no touch-screen displays beckon;

there are no books to read and no movies to watch. This wall works hard to not

interrupt the reverence the PIM has fostered in every other exhibit. Visitors are

invited by the absence of technological sophistication to disengage from this
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(non)exhibit; and, in ignoring this exhibit, visitors may also ignore the history told

here. By providing the barest acknowledgement of conquest in the least interesting

way, the wall privileges forgetting over remembering.

The exhibit seems all the less significant within the larger landscape of looking

created by the BBHC, with its great western art (including the landscape paintings of

Albert Bierstadt and Thomas Moran), its artistic gun displays, its colorful

representation of Buffalo Bill Cody, and its engaging display of western natural

history. Finally, looking at the wall through the eyes of those who have just traveled to

Cody from the sublimity of Yellowstone National Park, the wall is almost nonsensical.

The narrative, visual, aural, and haptic force of the rest of the landscape undermines

the likelihood of this exhibit compellingly conveying the pain and loss of the

nineteenth century. The wall is not so much a gesture toward memory as it is an

amnesiatic mode of looking*/a mode that is often central to political reconcilia-

tion.74

This amnesia intersects with the larger discourses about the internal colonization

of the US continent. Colonization within the boundaries of its territories allowed the

US to represent its ‘‘expansionist motives . . . as essential to nation-building, denying

the imperial.’’75 This nation-building impulse was justified, in part, by the rhetoric of

manifest destiny, which claimed that Westward expansion was not simply necessary

for political or economic reasons, but was instead a moral or even religious duty of

the nation.76 Colonization figured in this way carried with it difficult contradictions.

Anderson and Domosh argue that ‘‘the experiences of colonizing internally brings to

the fore . . . contradictions inherent in national identities forged from positioning the

colonized as both them and us; and from national identities requiring an imagined

past, place and people, and yet denying that place and people a presence.’’77

Creating and maintaining US national identity depends on creating stories that

negotiate contradictions, ‘‘stories that deny and assert the presence and significance of

internal ‘others’.’’78 These narrative contradictions about US colonization of native

peoples intersect with larger issues of national memory. Some individuals want to

forget the past, and in particular those parts that are painful and self-indicting.

Others want to remember the past, and in particular those parts that contest

dominant discourses of the nation.79 The PIM is fraught with these contradictions,

which it ‘‘resolves’’ through a rhetoric of reverence. In celebrating the culture and life

of the Plains Indian, the museum demonstrates respect and appreciation for a fragile

past. But through its telling of the story, the museum downplays the violent conquest

of the nineteenth century and ignores the ongoing struggles of the twentieth and

twenty-first centuries. In forgetting these histories, the museum (re)constructs a

Plains Indian culture useful to the creation of a complacent national identity.

The PIM and National Memory

The PIM presents a prehistory of and for White US America. Nations depend upon

such histories to ground national identity. Internal colonization, however, makes this

history particularly difficult to tell. On the one hand, Plains Indians’ tenure on the
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land is longer than that of the invading Euro-Americans and can therefore provide a

deep historical grounding for the nation. On the other hand, the history of conflict is

one that, when measured by contemporary standards, is shameful. The PIM

negotiates this tension through a reverential rhetoric. It preserves and celebrates

Plains Indian culture by invoking conceptualizations of time, nature, culture, social

relations, and cosmologies that are profoundly different from that of many visitors. In

this sense, the museum provides the nation a deep history.

But while the museum recounts the rich culture of premodern Plains Indians, it

absolves Euro-Americans of the violence of conquest. The museum creates a space of

memory in which distant Plains Indian history and culture are placed on view,

honored, and valued. It provides this deep past as a part of what it means to be

‘‘American.’’ This is a past that does not contradict the present; nor does it serve as a

critique of US American national identity. Instead, it narrates a ‘‘mythical,’’ nostalgic

past. According to Renato Rosaldo, agents of colonization often yearn ‘‘for the very

forms of life they intentionally altered or destroyed.’’80 ‘‘Imperialist nostalgia,’’ he

adds, ‘‘uses a pose of ‘innocent yearning’ both to capture people’s imagination and to

conceal its complicity with often brutal domination.’’81 As Euro-Americans celebrate

this deep past, they are cleansed of their sins for the immediate past and present. In

celebrating the distant past of Others, Euro-Americans can avoid present-day racism

and forget the ways the nation is built on the very oppressions it constantly denies.

This combined and conflicted sense of both respect and distance is realized most fully

in the reverent eye/I.

Our critical analysis of the PIM does not simply rest, however, on an investigation

of the space as a discrete and bounded text. Instead, we have suggested that the PIM is

meaningful as one of the constitutive elements of a larger landscape. This landscape

includes, but is not limited to, the vast Western landscape, the sublime natural spaces

of Yellowstone National Park, the visual and material rhetorics of the BBHC as a

whole, as well as discourses of national identity and colonization. Visitors, themselves

crucial elements in the landscape, arrive at the PIM having already experienced some,

if not all, of these elements of the landscape. The PIM, we suggest, is not separate or

separable from these elements. Nor are these elements simply the ‘‘context’’ that

surrounds the ‘‘text’’ that is the museum. Rather, the museum’s boundaries blend

with the rest of the landscape, and the rest of the landscape is constituted, in part, by

this museum. This landscape creates embodied subject positions that entail particular

modes of looking. The emphasis in the museum on anthropological, technological,

and amnesiatic looking encode Euro-American values as the grounding for positive

national identity.

Our understanding of the PIM and, we would suggest, other visual and material

rhetorical sites/sights depends on our localizing the analysis in the particularities of

the landscape. The PIM itself, were it located in Los Angeles or Denver, would not be

completely different; but the differences in the experiential landscapes visitors bring

to the museum significantly alter their experience of the space. Indeed, the PIM

and the BBHC draw much of their rhetorical force from their placement within

its particular landscape. It would be simply inadequate to try to think of the
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meaningfulness of the PIM as bounded by its doors, bordered by its walls, and

determined by its artifacts. As rhetorical and cultural critics, we must increasingly

attend to the experiential landscapes in which all discourses occur.
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